Physical Education 2017

TERM 1 OVERVIEW

**RECEPTION**
Strand: Movement and Physical Activity
Sub-strand: Moving our body, Understanding Movement, Learning through movement
Topics: Rules and expectations, Sports Day Practice, Fundamental Movement Skills

**YEAR 1**
Strand: Movement and Physical Activity
Sub-strand: Moving our body, Understanding Movement, Learning through movement
Topics: Rules and expectations, Sports Day Practice, Fundamental Movement Skills

**YEAR 2**
Strand: Movement and Physical Activity
Sub-strand: Moving our body, Understanding Movement, Learning through movement
Topics: Rules and expectations, Sports Day Practice, Fundamental Movement Skills, Modified Games

**YEAR 3**
Strand: Movement and Physical Activity
Sub-strand: Moving our body, Understanding Movement, Learning through movement
Topics: Rules and expectations, Sports Day Practice, Fundamental Movement Skills, Athletics Events

**YEAR 4/5**
Strand: Movement and Physical Activity
Sub-strand: Moving our body, Understanding Movement, Learning through movement
Topics: Rules and expectations, Sports Day Practice, Athletics Events

**YEAR 6/7**
Strand: Movement and Physical Activity
Sub-strand: Moving our body, Understanding Movement, Learning through movement
Topics: Rules and expectations, Sports Day Practice, Athletics Events